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Introduction: It is well-known fact, that the study of physical and mechanical properties of the extraterrestrial 

substance is important for understanding the evolution of the Solar system matter. Some fragments of the iron mete-
orites are found to demonstrate visually different areas after the mechanical saw cutting. Previously described zones 
have been studied in one of the Chinga meteorite fragments using the X-ray diffraction and Mössbauer spectroscopy 
[1, 2]. Authors [1, 2] detected complex composition of the phases, characterized with the concentration variations of 
Ni, Fe and the amount of the identical phases. However, the nature of the differences remains unknown. In the pre-
sent work we’ve studied visually different areas of the Cheder meteorite saw-cut fragment.  

Samples and Methods: Meteorite under study was found on October 26, 2003 nearby the town Kyzyl and was 
named after the salty lake Cheder (Republic of Tuva, Russia). Cheder meteorite was classified as an iron meteorite 
group IID, a medium octahedrite. Major part of the meteorite consisted of kamacite α-Fe (Ni) (5.5-6.8 wt% Ni) and 
taenite γ-Fe (Ni) (22-38 wt% Ni), which formed the Widmanstatten structure with wide bands of kamacite 1-1.5 
mm; Schreibersite was also present (Fe, Ni, Co)3P (22-48 wt% Ni) [3]. Microstructure studies were carried out using 
the Zeiss Axiovert 40 MAT optical microscope, ZEISS CrossBeam AURIGA scanning electron microscope and 
Hysitron TI 750 Nanoindenter. 

Results and Discussion: Cheder octahedrite IID is found to have a lower Ni concentration and more coarse 
structure, compared with ataxite Chinga meteorite. This fact will allow noticing a change in the microstructure and 
more accurately estimating mechanical properties of the sample. Several series of the nanoindentation measurements 
on the kamacite bands in visually different areas were performed. Average hardnesses of the external part, on the 
border and internal part were 3.4, 2.9 and 2.8 GPa, respectively. Analysis of the results allowed concluding that 
hardness near the edge of the sample is slightly higher than in the center.  

Two versions of the origin for the visually different areas within the Cheder sample can be proposed: 
1) Diffusive saturation of the surface layer with the impurity ions during the weathering on the Earth. 
2) Presence of the heating affected zone appeared during the entry to the atmosphere of the Earth. Previously, 

this fact was confirmed by the microstructure studies in Serrania De Varas iron meteorite [4] with visual depth of the 
zone found at 0.7 cm. 

Supporting the second version, the presence of the dendritic structure was found on the outer part of the observed 
fringe. The space between the metal dendrites is filled with the metal phosphide eutectic. It can be assumed that the 
dendritic structure was formed as a result of the rapid melt solidification formed during contact melting on the phos-
phide-kamacite boundary. According to the dendritic structure the rate of cooling in the crystallization range was 
calculated using the formula proposed by Scott E.R.D. in 1982 [5]: R = 5.3 × 105 d-2.9, where R, ºC / s - cooling rate 
within the crystallization range, d, μm - distance between the secondary arms dendrite or the cell size. In this case, 
the cooling rate was estimated around 700ºC/s. 

Study of the sample microstructure also showed that kamacite bands located within the proposed 0.4 cm heating 
affected zone close to the edge of the sample are fragmented. This fact confirms that sample was reheated and once 
again validates the version of the thermal influence during the entrance to the atmosphere. 

Conclusion: Visually different areas of Cheder iron meteorite were confirmed to be heat affected basing on the 
increased hardness, kamacite bands fragmentation and the presence of the melting portions near the surface of the 
sample. 
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